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Dr. • Case research of patients who have recovered from chronic circumstances like fibromyalgia, migraines,
melancholy and stress. You’ll discover: • A thorough remedy emergency package for self care of colds and
additional minor infections. You will gain the knowledge and confidence to take care of your loved ones with
homeopathy to restore vitality, wellness, and wellness, while staying away from or limiting usage of costly
medications. • How homeopathy helps you restore your spiritual essential force rather than suppressing
symptoms with pharmaceutical drugs. Kathleen Fry explains in a obvious, understandable way ways to act as
“your own homeopath” to cure acute, common ailments with remedies very easily within your local health
food store or pharmacy.
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If you value your wellbeing - read this book! I actually enjoyed reading Dr Kathi Fry's "What's the Fix for
That?". Simply do it!) Now I have a handy reference for my grandchildren's bouts of colds and attacks-
without running to the Dr for pharmaceuticals that frequently have unwanted side effects. reading her is
similar to having a discussion with with a friend - who ?s definitely an expert in their field. There is indeed
much details in this compendium I wouldn't regard this valuable reserve as a light summer read, but I would
expect that people will keep a copy helpful when the necessity arises (just consider the Contents for your
unique need). "WtRfT?" is a wealth of information for what ails you and how to treatment it written in
obvious, understandable language that should be everyone's home first aid resource. You cannot browse this
publication and not come to two conclusions: Dr Kathi is truly an expert with deep understanding of
Homeopathy and two, she writes merely about complex problems and you obtain the sense you are listening
to a pal.! Very usable information and of lasting value I was interested in homeopathic treatments because
of reading more and more details that a handful of over-the-counter medications I was using have serious
longer term unwanted effects. I've currently found great success utilizing a homeopathic remedy to get
my thyroid back range (TSH 3. After a brief launch to the homeopathic world, Chapter 2 begins to list
almost every ailment known, combined with the suggested homeopathic remedies. That was just what I
wanted. The book is well-organized and thought through. I understand it is good for those of us who've

limited experience with homeopathic remedies, but I think it also a book that will be useful for many, a long
time. The teachings are exact and easy to follow, and now retains a treasured place in my own go-to
library. In layman’s plain-speak, Dr. Kathi Fry describes common ailment symptoms, recommends suitable
remedies, provides easy instructions on how to take remedies; including the protocol for taking multiple
remedies and how to store remedies.. These are the remedies easily accessible over-the-counter in local
stores or via websites.Eliminating over-the-counter medicines from one’s body and counting on homeopathic
remedies is certainly something special to yourself that boosts your physical body, sharpens your mental
features and enhances 1’s life. 1 day you realize the body’s lethargic, sluggish response provides been
changed by vitality and energy through the elimination of pharmaceutical drugs. It really is a blessing to
experience in charge of your body and become aligned with natural resources rather than allowing chemically
compounded over-the-counter medications to permeate your cellular core.. For the price of one over-the-
counter quick-fix medicine, this reserve will expand your knowledge and present you confidence to take
care of your body with natural components rather than chemical compounds. This publication is a thorough,
easy to read-and-apply system for using homeopathic remedies. Kathi! Staying Healthy Thanks to this
Amazing Book We’ve been a homeopathic individual of Dr.. This insightful book of knowledge addresses which
remedies treat a range of several maladies we face in our daily lives. Take a Step Toward Your Better Self
Everyone should have this great reference publication on the shelf and carry when you travel. I don't
recommend it I thought this book would be more informative. Produce a positive prevent to understand
homeopathy, alternative health care in this fundamental reserve. MOST READILY USEFUL HOMEOPATHIC
REMEDY Reserve EVER!!!! Easy to check out and understand I am new to homeopathy. Most informative
reserve..! I would recommend this book extremely.! The guidelines and FAQ are very helpful for fresh users
and veterans of homeopathic remedies and the index is definitely well organized as well. Dr. Fry's for about
12 years. She brings her thirty years of schooling and experience as an OB/GYN to bear in her descriptions
and evaluations. Delivering thousands of infants and assisting their parents creates a whole lot of wisdom
and humility. She listens to you and makes educated decisions predicated on your individual situations rather
than utilizing a cookie cutter, one size suits all approach. Having an MD who understands and advocates for

homeopathic remedies can be an amazing combination. Good book. Bud Kuecke The breadth and depth of her
understanding of homeopathic remedies continues to amaze me. I am delighted that she has written . What
a concept, user friendly and useful at the same time!. I have been a patient of Dr. Fry is the most right
down to earth doctor I've ever encountered. This is the publication I've been waiting for. I am delighted



that she has written this well-organized, available reference book which will allow readers to understand
about and go through the great things about homeopathy (Dr. Fry's earlier book, VITALITY! Ways to get
it and Maintain it: A Homeopath's Instruction to Vibrant Wellness Without Drugs, contains greater detail
about homeopathic concepts and the annals of homeopathy). I also have great respect for Dr. Fry's
eyesight of promoting knowledge of homeopathy as an effective substitute for people experiencing both
acute and persistent ailments. This is sorely needed inside our drug-oriented culture. Thank you, Dr.) and
another to boost my overall energy (aka "Vital Force". I've already found great success using a
homeopathic treatment to get my thyroid .. Fry’s for eight years right now and was thrilled to discover
another book available out of this highly competent doctor. Wow. The breadth and depth of her knowledge
of homeopathic remedies proceeds to amaze me. Since I was looking for actual treatment options, the title
of the publication got my attention instantly. Great resource and no problem finding symptoms and
remedies Have the Kindle version . Fry! I really like Dr Kathi's writing style; There are no unwanted effects
with homeopathics that I could see as long as you follow the directions and do not take the same dosage
for too much time. So easier to use and reap the benefits of than various other books I’ve seen or own!
Three Stars I wish there is information re: cough. Now I must choose a better one. Thank you Dr. Now I
have to look for a better one. I don't recommend it. Simple guide for self care, super easy to use This

book is strictly what I was looking for. A simple guide for self care of many common ailments shown in
alphabetical order. I'd recommend this book I'm new at homeopathy but appreciate incorporating a holistic
approach. I'm going to be sending copies to my grown daughters aswell. I purchased six copies to provide to
family members and to have one in my workplace as a reference for myself and my customers. Great book.
Kathi Fry highlights symptoms with lower case bold lettering and highlights the remedies with higher case
bold lettering which makes the book so easy to use. I find this publication to end up being most informative
and very helpful. After that under each ailment, many options which homeopathic remedy to consider
according to your more specific symptoms. This publication is a slim volume, so a little bit limited, but user-
friendly. I'm pleased I purchased t. To begin with, the book is quite functional It's readable, to the idea
and not overloaded with useless info as filler. I found this book extremely informative and easy to follow
and understand.4 now!.I would recommend you possess this book. for simple searching. This reserve
describes common, easy-to-obtain remedies, not the more obscure remedies to become obtained from the
homeopathic laboratory or medicinary, although that’s easy to accomplish.. but will choose the book today
that I love it .
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